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ON THE RELATION BETWEEN ORDINARY AND 
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS* 

EUGENE WONG~ and MOSHE ~!AKAI$ 

Abstract-The following problem is considered in this paper: Let xt be a solution to the stochastic differ- 
ential equation: 

dxt=m[xt, t] dt+a[xt,t] dyl 
where yt is the Brownian motion process. Let xt(n) be the solution to the ordinary differential equation 
which is obtained from the stochastic differential equation by replacing yt with y&n) where y@ is a continuous 
piecewise linear approximation to the Brownian motion and y@ converges to yt as n-+ 00. If x( is the 
solution to the stochastic differential equation (in the sense of Ito) does the sequence of the solutions xt(n) 
converge to xt ? It is shown that the answer is in general negative. It is however, shown that x$(n) converges 
in the mean to the solution of another stochastic differential equation which is: 

dxt =m[xt, t] dr+ 1/2a[xt, t](&[xt, t]/axt)dr + c[xt, t]dyt. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

CONSIDER an integral equation on the interval tc [a, b] 

s 

t 
X,-X,+ m(x,, s)ds + 

a s 

t 
4x,, s)dy, 3 

a 
(1.1) 

where m(x, t), CT@, t), yt and x, are known quantities. If we set y, to be the sample function 
of a Brownian motion process,§ the second integral can no longer be interpreted as an 
ordinary Stieltjes integral, since the sample function of a Brownian motion is, with pro- 
bability 1, of unbounded variation. Integrals of the form 

where g(t) is a deterministic function and y, is a Brownian motion, were introduced by 
Wiener and are called Wiener integrals. Generalizations of the Wiener integral to include 
cases, where g(t) is a random function, were given by Ito [l] and are known as stochastic 
integrals. Once the second integral in (1.1) is defined, existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to (1.1) can be investigated. 

Equation (1.1) can be written symbolically as a differential equation. 

dn, = m(x,, t)dt + a(~,, t)dy,. (1.2) 

This equation, interpreted as above was introduced by Ito [l] and is known as a stochastic 
differential equation. 

Another possible interpretation or approach to stochastic differential equations is the 
following: let yt(n) be an approximation to the Brownian motion process such that for each 
n, yt(n) is well behaved so that: (i) the equation 

dxr(n) = m(x, (“), t)dt + &t(n), t)dyr(n), x,(“)= X, , (1.3) 
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has a solution as an ordinary differential equation. (ii) Yp) converges (in some sense) to 
Yt as n-too. Then if xt(“) has a limit as n-too, it is reasonable to consider the limit as the 
solution to (1.2). This approach is the natural approach from the physical point of view and 
is actually implied in the formulation of stochastic differential equations for physical 
systems (~gevin equations). In this case one usually first derives (1.2) from physical 
considerations assuming 

s 

t 
Yt=l f(s)ds 

andf(s) to be a well-behaved driving force. In considering the same system driven by white 
noise, one sets yr to be the Brownian motion. Since white noise and Brownian motion do not 
exist as physical processes, the only way to verify experimentally a solution to (1.2) is to 
perform a physical experiment which actually corresponds to (1.3). 

Ito’s approach to stochastic differential equations is based on solving (1.1) by successive 
iterations, each step involving stochastic integrals. Since a stochastic integral, as defined by 
Ito, is not directly connected with limits of ordinary integrals, the theory of stochastic 
differential equations has been established as a self-consistent theory and not as an extension 
or limit of ordinary differential equations. * Because of the deep results obtained by Ito’s 
approach and because of the mathematical and physical interest of the second approach, 
it is interesting to derive the relation between these two approaches. The following example 
shows immediately that the two approaches are not equivalent. Consider the differential 
equation 

dxt = xtdYt, x(O)= 1. 

Under Ito’s interpretation of this differential equation (see Section 3), 

(1.4) 

However, if we replace, in (1.9, yr by y,‘“) and y/j is well behaved, the solution is indeed 
xtfuf =exp y,‘“’ and in the limit x,=exp yt. For xt=eYt we have 

h- ‘E{xt+, -xt~xr}=h-~eY~E(exp(yt+h-yt)-l). 

Expanding in a power series, we get 

OI lim h-lE(xt+h-xtjxt)= 1/2eytlim E t+*-Yt)z=1,2x 
t3 

AtO Ito 
h 

which is different from the result obtained from Ito’s interpretation of (1.4). (It follows from 
later results of this paper that the solution to (1.4) under Ito’s interpretation is xt= 
expQ, - l/2$).) 

The main result of this paper is theorem (4.1) in Section 4, stating roughly, that if xtfnf 
is the sequence of solutions to (1.3), where yt[“) is a convergent sequence of continuous and 
piecewise linear approximation to the Brownian motion process, then x,‘“) converges in the 
mean to the solution of 

dxt = m(x,, r)dt + 1/20(x,, ,)w,+ ~(x,, t)dy, , 
t 

(1.5) 

* The main purpose of Ito’s ad subsequent work on stochastic differential equations was to construct 
Markov processes such that their transition probabilities wiIl satisfy given KcAmogorov equations, and 
to obtain results on continuity and other sample function properties. In that case, the problem of con- 
sistency between the two approaches does not arise. 
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with the same initial condition as in (1.3) and where the equation is to be interpreted as an 
Ito stochastic differential equation. It will be shown in Section 2, that a similar ‘!pathology” 
already appears when stochastic integrals are compared to limits of ordinary integrals. A 
rigorous proof of Theorem (4.1) is rather long and will be reported elsewhere. In Section 4, 
a heuristic derivation of Theorem (4.1) will be given. A complete proof of Theorem (4.1) 
in the special case, where m(x, t) = 0, and 0(x, t) = C(X) a function of x only, appears in the 
appendix. 

Section 2 contains a short review of stochastic integrals followed by some new results on 
stochastic integrals. Section 3 presents a summary of some basic results on stochastic 
differential equations due to Ito and Maruyama. In addition to a statement of the main 
theorem and heuristic argument concerning its validity, Section 4 contains a discussion of 
possible extension to systems of stochastic differential equations. 

2. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 

Let y,(w) be a Brownian motion process and letft(o) be of the form of a simple function 

f,(o) =fj(w), Uj<t<aj+l, jln- 1, 

where a=a,<a,< . . . <a, =b. For such simple functions the stochastic integral is 
defined as 

s b n-l 
aftCO)dYt(0) = jzl fj(m)[Yj + l(w) - Yj<~>l * 

Introduce a distance between S,(‘)(o) and f,c2)(o) by 
b 

> 
112 

d(f”’ f’2’)= , E[ fr(‘++-f,(2)(a$J2dt . 
LI 

Stochastic integrals involving h(o), which are limits (in the sense of the distance just defined) 
of sequences of simple functions, can be defined as limits in the mean of (2.1). 

It is proved that: 

(i) if f,(w) satisfies 

Ii : ft(co) is measurable in t and w. 

I,: 
s 

ECf:(o))dt < co 

Z3 : For any t, a $ t 5 b; the system (ft(o), a 5 z 5 t; y,(m) -y,(o), a 5 z s t) is indepen- 
dent of (ye(w) -y,(o), t I 0 I b). 
Then 

s 

b 

J-tW4M4 

is well defined and satisfies the properties of linearity and a probabilistic version of the 
dominated convergence theorem. 

(ii) for each t in [a, b], the stochastic integral 

s 

f 
afsWdys 

is defined up to an o-set of P measure zero. Further, it can be so defined that almost all 
sample functions are continuous. 
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(iii) 

For proofs of these results and further properties, see Ito [Ref. 1, pp. 14-221 and Doob 
[Ref. 2, pp. 436-4511. 

Theorem 2.1. Let a=t,<t,< . . . < tn = b be a partition of the interval [a, b], and let 
r =maxa. is”- ,(ti+ 1 - tJ. If, in addition to conditions I, and IS, f,(m) satisfies: 

(iJ Ef:(w)<M, astsb 

(iJ f,(w) is continuous in the mean for all t in [a, b] then 

and 

n-l 

h C f,,bX~,, + , - YJ = bf,0dd4 3 (2.2) 
r-0 i=O a s 

(2.3) 

Proof Equation (2.2) follows directly from equation (5.6), Chapter 9 of Doob [2]. The 
second assertion (2.3) may be termed a ‘second-order’ stochastic integral. To prove it, we 
first note that 

II-1 

igo fJw)(4+ 1 - 4) 

converges in the mean to 

Now let 

and consider 

Take a typical term in the double sum, and assume+ i. From 13, Ajy is independent of the 
other random variables in this term, hence also is (Ajy)2 - rj. Since E[(Ajy)2 - rj]=O, the 
double sum vanishes. Therefore we have 

Since Aiy is independent off,,, (2.5) becomes, 

(2.5) 
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Remarks. Intuitively, the ‘second order’ stochastic integral arises from the fact 
Y,+ ,, -Y,-dh. In a different connection from ours, a similar result on second order 
stochastic integral was recently proven by Berman [3]. An alternate approach to introducing 
the ‘second order’ integral is to follow the steps used by Ito in the construction of the 
stochastic integral (starting with simple functions) and apply the theorem that for a 
Brownian motion, ~i(AiY)2 = b- a with probability 1, and also in the mean. Such a defini- 
tion, in addition to being more elegant, obviates the necessity for conditions (ii) and (i2), 
namely, uniform boundedness of ES,‘(o) and continuity in the mean off,(o). 

We consider now a special case of the stochastic integral: 

f 

b 

(1 Ic/(~t(m), t)dY,(w) 9 

where we note that the integrand is an explicit function of the integrator yt. Construct a 
sequence of piecewise linear approximations Yt(“) to yt as follows: 

Let 

{P> , a=t,‘“)<tI(“)< . . . <t,‘“‘=b, 

be a dissection of the interval [a, b], and let {ti w’) be a refinement of {ti(n)}. Denote } 

by pi and Ai(“)y, (ti$‘f - tic”)) and yr,!;)-Yti(“) respectively. Let yt(n) be defined by 

Then, as T(“) = maxi(Ti(“))+O, y,‘“‘(o) converges uniformly to y,(o) with probability 1. 
[Ref. 4, pp. 17-201. 

Here, we shall consider the relation between a stochastic integral 

s 
‘NY,(O), t)dY,(o) 
(I 

and the limit (if one exists) of a sequence of integrals arising from replacing y,(o) by y,‘“)(o) 
in the stochastic integral. In general, the two are not equivalent as the following example 
shows. The stochastic integral 

s 

b 

wh 
(I 

is equal to 1/2(d-yi) - 1/2(b-a) [Ref. 1, Appendix 1; Ref. 2, pp. 443-4441 while for all n, 

s b 

yt(n)dyt(n) = (y ‘, - y,2/2) . 
a 

The following theorem gives an explicit correspondence between a stochastic integral and 
the limit of a sequence of ordinary integrals. 

Theorem 2.2. Let $(y, f) be continuous in t, y and let Il/(u,, t) satisfy 11, iI and i2: Let 
$‘(y, t)=&+G(y, t)/ay be continuous in t and Y for all t in [a, b], and let 

I$‘(Y, t)l SK (2.7) 

(K independent of t in [a, b]). Then 

;_; 
s 

:S(Y,‘“‘, t)dy,‘“‘= 
s 

b$(~u t)dY,+IP 
(I s 

‘V(yt, t)dt, (2.8) 
(1 

where the first integral on the right-hand side is a stochastic integral. 
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Proof. Using Taylor’s theorem, we can write 

$top, l) = $(Yi(“), It) + P(Y&(“), 9(Y,‘“’ - Yi’“‘) 9 (2.9) 

where we have written yp) for yt,tnf and ya,f”) =hyp’ +( 1 - h>y,i”), OS h 2 1. Therefore, 

s kY t(n), t)dy,‘“) = 
II 

ti + 1 (@If 
= t,b&‘“‘, t$“))dyt(n) 

tit”) 

-I- nil 

Q+1(“) 

t,b’(~~@)~ tic”‘) ‘(t - tit”‘)dt 
i=O s 

tlln) 

(2.10) 

The first two terms converge to the desired result (2.8). The proof is completed by showing 

that the last two sums go to zero as n+co. Let 1:“) be the third sum in the last expression of 

(2.10). Since (1,‘“))’ =c +cc and the expectation of each term in the double sum is zero, 

we have by the Schwar; in:rLality 

E((l,(n))2) 5 t &+ *(*) E([$(yi(d, t)-@(yP), tl(“))-J2)di. 
i-l s r*(n) 

Since &Q), t) - 1+4(yl(“)~ t,‘n))-’ ,,,O, a.s,, and since it folfows from (2.7) by Taylor’s 
theorem that E(I#(ys, t)l 2’26)~M1E((1+y~2)f+b~~M, the convergence is also in the 
mean [S, p. 164f. Thus, E((1~(“~)‘);,0 by dominated convergence. 

Let 1;“) be the final sum in (2.10). Then, by Schwarz inequality we have 

E1’2([$‘(yotfn), t) - $‘(yi(“), ti’“‘)-j4}dt. 

As n-+co, (yg(*) -up)) converges to zero in the mean. It follows from the continuity of 
$‘(y, t) in y, f and from (2.7) (by dominated convergence) that E(1p))2 converges to zero 
which completes the proof- 
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3. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Some results of Ito and Maruyama are summarized in this section. Some of the results 
presented here are special cases of more general results given in the references cited. 

Let m[x, t] and CT[X, t] be Baire functions in the pair (x, r), - co <XC co, as t< b and 
satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition in x: 

Im(x, O-NC, OJIE\x-51 
(3.1) 

(clx, tl-45, ala+-rl 

and let x,(o) be a random variable independent of y,(w)-y,(o), ts[a, b]; then the stochastic 
differential equation 

dx,(w) = m[x,(m), M+ 4x,(4, fldyt(w), astsb (3.2) 

with initial conditions x,(w) for t =a, has a unique solution xt(o) such that xxo) is a 
Markov process and almost all the sample functions of x,(o) are continuous in [a, b] - [l 21. 

Furthermore, the process x,(o) satisfies 

(3.3) 

Let P(x, s; E, t)=Prob(xpElx,=x), then if P is twice differentiable with respect to x, P 
satisfies a backward diffusion equation [Refs. 1, 5, pp. 5731. 

ap ap a2p 
- z = m(x, s>z +3a2(x, s)ax2 l (3.4) 

Stochastic differentials. Let,fl(co) and g:(o), is is k, satisfy conditions I1 and I3 of Section 2 
and 

I 

b 

(( df;(42ds < 00 , 

I 

b IdW(ds < co 
(I 

for almost all 0, let 

dx: =f:(~)dy,W + g:(cN . (3.5) 

Let F([l, [2, . . . ) ck, t) have a continuous partial derivative with respect to t and con- 
tinuous second partial derivatives with respect to li and [, for all 15 i, jr; k, if z,=F(x:, 
x:, . . . ) x$, t), then 

(3.6) 

as an example, let F(c)= 1/2r2 and x1 =yf, then 

(3.7) 

A generalization of (3.6) will be needed in Section 4 equation (7). Let 

dx:(o)=g:(o)dt+ i fy(w)dy’(w) 
j=l 

(3.5’) 
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where y:(o), 1 sj< k, are independent Brownian motions. Then 

(3.6’) 

An approximation theorem [Maruyama, Ref. 81. Let a = t,(“) < t,(“) . . . < t,(“) = b be a 
partition of [a, b] and let r”‘) =max,(ti!;) - ticn)). We define 

#‘=x II 

~~~j=C’“‘+ m(5i (“1, ti’n))(t,$!i- ti(nQ+@i(n), t,'"')(y&L-yy,'"') 

and let &(“), tp)_< ss tij”)‘, be defined by 

< s 0~) = &@)+ m(&(“), tF))(s - ty)) + b(ti(n) t.@))(y - y,'")) 31 s 

where yi(n) =yt,(n). Th en, Maruyama’s approximation theorem states that under the con- 
ditions on u and m given at the beginning of this section and if, in addition, o and m are 
continuous in t(a_< t 5 b), then 

lim<,‘“)=x,, (3.8) 
(n) 

T-r0 

where X, is the unique solution of (3.2). Furthermore, 

E{(< $“))2p(~,) 5 k(1 +xa2)4 a<s<b. (3.9) 

4. CONVERGENCE OF A SEQUENCE OF LANGEVIN EQUATIONS 
TO ITS STOCHASTIC EQUIVALENT 

Let yt(o) be a Brownian motion process. As in Section 2, let y,‘“)(o) be a sequence of 
piecewise linear approximations to y,(w) on an interval [a, b]. (See Section 2, equation (2.6) 
for details of this construction.) Now, consider a sequence of differential equations on 

[a, bl 
dx,‘“)(o) = m(x,‘“)(w), t)dt + o&@‘)(o), t)dytf”) (4.1) 

with identical initial conditions x, (“)(o) =x,,(o). Since for almost all CO, y(“)(w), &[a, b], is a 
continuous function of bounded variation, interpretation of the solution x,(“)(o) is straight- 
forward. Further, under quite general conditions, the sequence x,(“) converges in the mean. 
The limit X, is the solution of a stochastic differential equation which, however, is not that 
obtained by replacing x,(“) by x, and y, tn) by y, in (4.1). Sufficient conditions for the con- 
vergence of xl(n) and the nature of its limit X, are made clear by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1. Let a(x, t) and m(x, t) be real functions of the pair (x, t), - co < xc co and 
as t 5 b, satisfying the following hypothesis : 

aa t) 
I&: d(x, t) = 7 is continuous in both x and t. 

IT2 : f(x, t) is continuous in t. 

Ha: p-k o-f(xo, t) 1 2 K /x-x0 1 

wheref(x, 2) stands for any of the quantities rr(x, t), o’(x, t)a(x, t) and m(x, t), and K is a 
constant independent of t, x, and x0. 
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Further, assume that the initial condition x,(“)(o) =x,(o) in (4.1) satisfies Ex,~(w) < co. 
Then the sequence of solutions x, (“) of (4.1) converges in the mean to x, as n-~co(r(“)+O), 
where xt is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation 

dx, = m(x,, t)dt + 1/2a(x,, t)~‘(x~, t)dt + c(x~, t)dy,. (4.2) 

Equation (4.2) is to be interpreted as a stochastic differential equation. More explicitly, 
x, is the unique solution to the integral equation 

I 

t 
xt-x,= (I [dx,, Ws + W&s, Wk, WI + 

s 
t 4x,, Wy, , (4.3) 
B 

where the last integral is a stochastic integral as detied in Section 2. 
The proof for Theorem (4.1) is rather long and will be reported elsewhere. A detailed 

proof for a special case (a(~, t) = c(x), m = 0) appears in the appendix. Here, we shall give 
a heuristic argument for its validity. This heuristic approach has a great intuitive appeal in 
that the limiting form of (4.1) is derived in the process and need not be known a priori. 
Whereas, the proof as given in the appendix relies on the known limiting form of (4.1). 
The heuristic arguments given below can be made rigorous, but only with stronger condi- 
tions than those stated in Theorem 4.1.* 

The derivation below involves basically only two steps. First, by a transformation of 
variables, we convert (4.1) into an equation involving dy, (JI) alone (rather than ady,(“)). Since 
in this form only a Wiener integral is involved, the subtleties of stochastic integrals do not 
arise. After passage to the limit the equation is retransformed into one involving the 
original variable with the use of Ito’s differentiation rules. 

Let xt(“) be the solution of (4.1), and consider a transformation 

z,(“)= G(xt(“), t) , (4.4) 
where G(x, t) is defined up to an equivalence class by 

t?G(x, t) 1 
-=-* 

8X 4X, 0 

Assuming that the inverse x,(“)=P(z,(“)t) exists, we have 

i3G(x, r) 
dz,(“)=- 

at x=P(z,(“), 2) x=P(zt(n), t) 
dxt” . 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Using (4.2) in (4.6), we find 

Wx, t) dz,(“)=- 
at x=P(z,(“), t)dt 

x = P(Zr(n), t)[m(x, ‘)1X = #t f 4x, ‘)lx = #y,” I (4.7) 

=m(zt (“I, t)dt + ar(zr(n), t)dy,“’ . 

Now, using (4.5), we find that 

8G(x, 0 
a1 (zt(“), r) = - Bx a(x, 0 x=P(z,(“), r)=‘) 

* Ad&d in proof: We have since ma& precise these arguments. The, resulting theorem, as compared 
with Theorem 4.1, requires a stronger condition on cr, but is applicable to quite general approximations of 
the Brownian Motion. 
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and 

(4.9) 

Therefore, (4.7) can be written as 

dz (“‘=ml(z, f (“), t)dt + dy,‘“’ . (4.10) 

Integrating (4.10) and making use of the initial condition zUCn)=G(x,, a) we find 

s 

t 
zt(n) - G(x,, a) = (4.11) 

a 
ml(zs(n), s)ds+ 1: dy,‘“‘= j;m,(l,‘.‘, s)ds+(y,‘“‘-y,). 

Since yt”)--y, converges with probability 1 to y,-ya, als<b, and since (4.11) and its 
limit do not involve the concept of a stochastic integral (only a Wiener integral), the 
sequence of solution z,(O) must converge to a solution of the differential equation. 

dz,=m,(z,, t)dt+dy,, (4.12) 

if indeed zt(“) converges at all. 
If, in addition, x?) also converges, then the limit x, must be given by 

x, =P(zt, t). 

By the rules of differentiation proved by Ito (Section 3) we find 

(4.13) 

dx _w, 0 ap(z, 0 azp(z, t) -- f at z=G(xt, t) 
dt+az 

z = G(x,, t) dz,+*F z=G(x t)dr , 
am 0 aw, 0 at+%7 II z = G(x,, t)dt 

+aFlzzG(x,, t)~~+~-jt+~~z~G(x,, #y,, 

where (4.9) and (4.12) have been 
Now we can write formally 

Therefore 

used. 

x=P[G(x, t), t]. 

ax ap(z, 0 
&=l=T 

aG(x, 0 1 aqz, t) 
z = G(x, t)T= a(~, t) aZ z=G(x, t) 

ax wz, t) 

at=O=- 
am t) aG(& t> 

at z=G(x, t)+ aZ z=G(xA at 

(4.14 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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Equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) when substituted in (4.14) yield 

dx, = W,, Odt + 34x,, 0 
a+,, 0 
-dt + Q(x,, t)dy, ax 

t 
(4.19) 

which is the desired result. 

Theorem 4.1 can undoubtedly be generalized to include vector equations, although 
the full extent of generalization is not yet determined. Here, we shall conjecture the form 
of the extension and give an intuitive argument for it. 

Consider a vector stochastic process y(t, o) with components that are independent and 
identically distributed Brownian motion processes. * As in the scalar case, we can construct 
a sequence of linear approximations y’“‘(t) to y(t). Consider now a vector differential 
equation 

dx’“‘(t) = m[x’“‘(t), t]dt + c$-x’“‘(t), t]dy’“‘(t) , (4.20) 

where xc”), m and y(“) are vectors and u is a matrix of appropriate dimensions. The problem 
is to determine the limiting form of (4.20) as n-co. 

Proceeding purely formally, we introduce a transformation 

z(“)(t) = G(+)(t), t) , (4.21) 
satisfying 

aGi 
VG(x,t)r ax =a-‘(~, t). 

[ 1 (4.22) 
i 

From (4.20) and (4.21) we have 

d.@‘(t) = Edt + VGd.P(t) = 
L > 

ac + d’rn dt + dy(“)(t). 

Suppose that z(“)(t) converges as n-+oo. Then the limit z(t) must be the solution of 

dz(t)=rg+o-‘m)dt+dy(r). 

(4.23) 

We note that if the inverse transformation 

x(0 = F(z(0, 0 (4.25) 

exists, then the generalization of Ito’s differentiation theorem, (3.6’), applies. Whence we 
have 

dx(0 
aF 

=atdt+VFdz(t)+V2Fdt, 

where we have introduced the notation 

(4.26) 

and 

(V'F),= 7%. 
1 

* The assumption of independence does not imply any loss of generality for (4.20). 
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Now, since 

we have 

when Z is a unit matrix. 
Therefore, 

EUGENE WONG and Mosmx Zknr 

z = G[F(z, t), $1 

aG dF 
at +VG--0, 

at 

Z= VGVE; 

VF=a 

aF aG 
~=I-+?$ 

Substitution of (4.27) through (4.29) and (4.24) in (4.26) yields 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(I) In general, a transformation satisfying (4.22) is not likeiy to exist, even when LT 
possesses an inverse. Therefore, the preceding arguments are difficult to justify, much more 
so than the scalar case. 

(2) It is not completely certain that (4.30) is the correct form. It is ~ndoubtediy correct, 
when the preceding derivation can be justified, e.g. when r&-r, t) consists of the product of a 
diagonal matrix and a second matrix which is a function of t alone. 

(3) On intuitive grounds, one suspects that the correction term, i.e. the last term in 
(4.30), should be expressible in terms of derivatives of a(x, t) CT (x,t). (5 = transpose of a,) 
The fact that it cannot be so expressed suggests that (4.30) may not be of the correct form 
in the general case. 

~e&~w~~e~~-~~ authors are indebted to Professor K. Ito and Professor M. Lo&e for many helpful 
discussions and suggestions. 
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APPENDIX 

Let a = to(“) <ti(“) < . . . xi,(“)= b be a partition of [a, b] such that {ti(“+l)} is a refine- 
ment of (tp)} and 

+) =max(tly] -t,“‘)+O. 
I n-tm 

Let it be a sequence of piecewise linear approximation to a Brownian motion yr, 

y,‘“‘=y (I 
y.‘“‘=y (n) 

I ti ’ i=O,l, . ..) n. 

Ai’“‘y yp = yi(“) f - Zt(n) (t _ ti’“‘) ) t,‘“‘s t 5 4!;’ (A-1) 

t 
+--X.,= 

s 
0(x ‘“‘)dy (“) s s9 a<tsb, (A.21 

(I 

zi 
(“) = &!“l’- Q”) 

At(n)y=y&-yi(n). 

Consider a sequence of integral equations 

where a(x) satisfies the following conditions. 

H1 a’(x) =da(x)/dx is continuous for - co <xc co. 

Hz l4x)-4x,)lrKj x-x0], K independent of x, x0. 

We note that H1 and H,, following application of the Taylor’s theorem, imply the 
boundedness of a’(x). Further, HI and H, also imply that 

H, lo(x)1 I M&i? M independent of x. 

In the sequel we shall use these two results without further discussion. 

Theorem A.1. Let xi”) be the solution of (A.2), and let x, be the unique solution of a 
stochastic equation. 

x,--x,= 
s 

t 
o(x,)dy, + l/2 

s 
’ o'(x,)c(xS)ds , 

(I (I 

Further, let Ex,’ = C,, < co. 

a<t<b. 64.3) 

Then 
lim xt(“) = x, , 
n+m 

uniformly in a 5 t s b . 

First, since z(t~~+O, it is no restriction for the proof of Theorem A. 1, if we consider only 
those n for which 

2K2P’I l/4 ) 

where K is the constant appearing in Hz. We shall so assume in the sequel. Next, we 
establish lemma A.1 and lemma A.2 below. 

Lemma A. I. Let xt(“) be given as in (A.2), and denote xi(n) = xt,(“J. Then for all i and 
ticn) I t I ti y/y 

(A-4) 
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Proc$ From (A.2) 

X2 cn) _ x1(“) = ‘9 
” 

’ o(x,(“))& 

I s tic”) 

A!“)y 
=W(xi’“‘)(t - ti’“‘) + 

AJy 
Q’ s [cr(x,(“)) - o(xi(“))]ds . 

I tit”) 
(A.3 

Therefore, 

[x,(“)-xXi(n)]’ ~2[~(xi’“‘)]2[*~‘yli+2(~~;,I_, [~(xs(“$-+$“))]2ds 
I 

(Ai’“‘y)2 ’ 
2 2M[l+ (Xi’“‘)2](Ai’“‘y)2 + 2K’,i0 

s 
(x,(“) - xi’“‘)2ds . 

tic”) 

Applying a well-known inequality [9, p. 371, we get 

[xt(“) _ ,/“)I2 5 2~[ 1 + (Xi(n))2](Ahi(n)y)2e2~z(A~(n)~)2 , 

which is the required result. 

Lemma A.2. Under the stated assumptions of Theorem A.l, 

E(x,‘“‘)‘IC, independent of n and t. 

Proof. We write for t In) I t < t - $1 

E[x,(n)]’ &/“)I’ +2E[xi(“)(xr(n)-xi’“‘)] +E(x,(“)-x$“))~. 

Consider the second term in (A.7). From (AS), we have 

(A.6) 

(A-7) 

E(xi(n)(x,(“)-xi’“‘)] = E 

(A.@ 

The first term on the right-hand side of (A.8) is zero, because pi and A,‘“)y are independent 
and E{A,,(“)y} =O. Therefore, 

E(xi(")(Xr(n)-Xi("))} IE { IXi(n)l 9j-I (n) 10(x,(“)) - o(x,‘“‘) Ids 1 
I M,E[l +(xi(n))2]E[(Ai(n)y)2e~z(Ai’“‘y)2] , 

where we have made use of Hz and (A.4). NOW, it follows from 2K’z(“)1 l/4, that 

Thus, 

E{xi(“)(xt(n)-xi’“‘)} 54M,z,‘“‘E(l +(xi’“‘)‘> . 

For the last term in (A.7) we apply lemma A.1 (A.4) and find 

E[xr(n) - xi(n)]2 < A!f,Q’E(1+ (xI(n))Z} . 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 
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Substituting fA.9) and (A.10) in (A.7}, we obtain 

1 +E(x,‘“))~I[~+ M,r,‘“‘][l -i-E(~i(“))~], 

Therefore for all t in [a, b] 

1 + E(x~(“))’ I 

< eM3(lr-af[l f C,] , - 

establishing the required result. 
We proceed to the proof of Theorem A.1 by defining Maruyama’s approximation to 

the solution of (A.3) as follows: 

QJ) = x 

&M= $+ ~(~~)~~~)~ f 1~2ff’(~~))~(~~))~~~, i>O. (A.12) 

5t(“) = ri(n) + 0(<i’“‘)(y, - y,‘“‘) + 1/2a’(&(“‘)a(C’“‘)(t - ti@)) , ti’“‘Itlti$$ 

Using (AS) and (A.12) we can write 

Ai’“jy 

f- 
T.(“) I f 

tr !:I 
[a(X!“‘)-O(X!“‘)]dS- 1/20’(51(“‘)6(5i(“f)Zi’n’. (A.13) 

t,(n) 

Since a’(x) is continuous, it follows from application of Taylor’s theorem that 

Using (AS) in (A.14), we find 

OS;hll. 
(A.14) 

a(x s (n)) - a(x 1”)) = a’(x I I?,@)) s 
s 

A,‘“‘y 

t( (a) a(xPQj- dP * 

Substituting (A.15) in (A-13), adding and subtracting surplus terms, we obtain 

~~!“1-~~!“1=(xi’“‘-5i(“))+[o(x~“))-~(~i(n))]Ai’“‘~ 

+ 1/2ri(n)[a’(xi(n))0(Xi’“‘> - a’(&@‘)a(ri’“‘)] 

+ 1/20’(x,(“))o(x,(“))[A~)y2 - rI()1)] 

tt::’ 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

ti (n) 
(s- ti(“))[~‘(~g,fnf)~(xg,(n))-b’(~l(n))a(~i(n))ld~ 

Denote the sum of the first three terms on the right-hand side of (A.16) by fifnf, the fourth 
term by gp’, and the sum of the remaining two terms by hif”). Then we can write 

E(x,!“, - &$“i)2 .E(j’i’“‘)’ + Jl(~i’“‘)~ + E(h,‘“‘)2 

f 2E[#f,‘“‘gi’“‘] f 2[ECf,‘“‘)%(h,(L’)2]* (A-17) 

+ 2~~(~~))zE(~~))2~*. 
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Now, from the fact that xi(n) and Ay)y are independent random variables, and using H, 
(Lipschitz condition) and Lemma A.2, we can easily show that 

E(f,(“Q%[l -t-N IQ’]qx,“’ - [ifnf)Z , (A.18) 

B[jP’gi’“‘] = 0 (A.19) 

E(gJ”))2 < M2(q@))Z . L - (A.20) 

From Hz, Lemma A.1, and the uniform boundedness of (T’(X), we can show 

E(h1’“‘)2 I M3(Qq3 . (A.21) 

Further, it follows from E(xp))’ I Cs co (Lemma A.2) and E(5i’“‘)2 I c’ -=z 00 (See Section 3, 
(3.8)) that 

E(x~(“)--&(“))~I K, lS independent of i and n. (A.22) 

Substitution of (A. 18)---(A-22) in (A. 17) yields 

I?(&!“,‘- &!“1)2< [l ‘tMlzi(“)]E(Xi(“f-eIf”))2CM2(~i(n))3’2. (A.23) 

It follows easily from (A.23) and &x0(“) - &(n))2 = E(x, - x&)2 = 0 that for 0 5 k I n 

E(Xp)-p)21 II’ (1 +lW&))=~ M&,(“))3’2 
i=O i=O 

<M&l - a)e”l(*-of(P))1’2 . 

Since from (A.5) and (A.12) 

(A.24) 

qxp - $92 

E(p - &(“Q2 1 zxzp, tpggi!“; 

we have for all te[a, bf, E(xp) - &(@))2 ~M(T(“))“‘~ 40. 
n-rm 

Since lim tr(“) = x, from Maruyama’s result (see (3.7)), 
n-ra, 

limx,‘“‘=x,, 
fI”cc 

completing the proof of Theorem A. 1. 

R&m&-L’autem &die le probl8me suivant: xt est une solution de l%quation diff&entielie stochastique 
dxt=m(xt, t)dt+rr(xr, tjdyt oh yt repr&ente le mouvement Brownien. Soit x&*), une solution de Nquation 
diff&entielle ordinaire, obtenue en partant de Nquation diffkrentielle stochastique en remplacant yt par 
y&*), oii y&n) est une approximation lin&ire continue du mouvement Brown&, convergeant vers yt lorsque 
n-+=3. 

Si x1 est la solution de Nquation diff&entielle stochastique @rise dam Ie sens de Ito), la s&uence des 
solutions x&n) peut elle converger vers xt ? L’auteur montre que la rkponse B cette question est en g&&al 
nPgative. 11 montre, cependant, que xt(n) converge, en moyenne, vers la solution d’une autre 6quation 
dii%rentielle stochastique qui s’exprime par dxt =m[xt, t]dt+)a[xc, t](&rfxt, r]/axt)dt +g[xt, t]dyt. 

Z-&w--Dieser Beitrag befasst sich mit dem folgenden Problem: x: sei eine LBsung der 
stochastischen Differentialgleichung: dxt =m(xt, t)dt+rr(nt, t)dyg, wo yt der Brownsche Bewegungsprozess 
ist. x&n) sei die Liisung der gewlilinlichen Differentialgleichung, und zwar erhiUt man diase von der 
stochastischen Diffeientialgleichung, indem man yt durch yt@ ersetzt, wo y&f sich in kontinuierlicben 
Stiicken und linear der Brownschen Be- ann&ert, und wo y&j auf yb konvergiert, wenn n gegen ~0 
geht. Es erhebt sich die Frage: Konvergiert die Liisungsfolge x&f auf xt, ween xt die L&sung der 
stochastischen DitTerentialgleichung ist ? Es wird gezeigt, dass die Antwort im allgemeinen negativ ist. Es 
wird jedoch nachgewiesen, dass x&n) im Mittelwert auf die Usung einer anderen stochastischen Differential- 
gleichung konvergiert, n8mIich dxb=fn[xt, t]dt++&t, t](Z@xt, t]/&t)dt+c[xt, t]dyt. 
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Sonunario-In questa memoria viene considerato il seguente problema: Sia xt una sohrzione dell’eqmuione 
differenziale stocastica: dxt=m(xt, t)dt+6(xt, r)dyt in cui yt B il process0 di movimento Browniano. Sia 
xl(n) la soluzione della equazione differenziale ordinuriu ottenuta dall’equazione differenziale stocastica 
sostituendo yt come n+co. Se xt (s la soluzione dell’equazione differenziale stocastica (nel sense di Ito), 
la sequenza deI.le soltioni x&n) converge& su xt ? E’ indicate come la risposta in generale sia negafiva: (! 
per& dimostrato the x&d converge in media sulla soluzione di un’altra equazione differenziale stocastica the 
b: dxt ==[xt, r]dt+$$xt, r](&[xr, r]/axt)dt+dxt, t]dyt. 

AtScrpaw--B pa6oTe paccMaTpBaaeTcB cnenyromar 3aKaua: IIycrt, xt KB.wreTcB pememieM CTOX~CTKB~CK- 
oro na~chepeBTma.~b~oro ypakwemm dxt=m(xt, t)dt+o(xt, t)dyr, me yt 0603EauaeT npouecc ABED~~~H~R 
HpayHa. IYIycTb xt(n) ffwniew~ pemefiaebf 06brwweww20 ~n@epem.m~aoro yparniemsf, nomermoro 
H3 CTOXaCTBWCKOrO YpaBIfeHBa I’IyTeM 3aMeHbI yt Hay&‘), rXeytfn)HelTpepbIBHa51, KJ’COWO BBBe&WI. alTpOrCE- 
Mamfn nBmKeKKa SpayHa a, 410 y&n) CTINNTiTCR Ky&BB n+ co. EcnBxs aafrsemff pemeHBeM CTOXaCTB’ieCKOrO 
~~~~~Horo ypaBHeHB5i (B cMblcne IITO) TTMeeM BOnpoC: CXO&FrrcK n~~e~o~~~H~ peruem& 
x&f K xt? Ao~a3BmaeTcB, wo a o6meM crryrae, OTB~T 6yKeT ~rn~~rne~bn~~, HO KoKa3bmaeTeB TaKxe, 
YTO Xt@ CXO,lWTCp B CpeKIieM K ~IIIeHBKI dpyZOZ0 CTOXaCTBBeCKOrO YpaBHeHBX, &Wf KOTOpOrO EMeM: 

dxt=m[xt, rldt+$s[xt, t](&s[xt, t]l&)dt+a[xt, t]dyt. 


